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Into the Vault - Curators from the Manitoba Museum (X39871)Into the Vault is a series of classes led by curators from The Manitoba Museum. Participants
must register for the whole series. Over the course of five classes, participants will learn about the curators areas of expertise based on exhibits from The
Manitoba Museum including the topics of Louis Riel, Anishinaabe Ideas About Medicine, Ancient Islands in Northern Manitoba, Fishes of the Indo-Pacific,
and Prairie Pollinators. Specific information on each of the talks follows: Rethinking Riel for the 21st Century with Dr. Roland Sawatzky, Curator of
History, The Manitoba MuseumLouis Riel occupies a place in the Canadian imagination seemingly out of proportion to his accomplishments in our
country’s history. Why did Riel become a transformative figure for Canada, and how is it that he continues to inspire so many of us today? In this
presentation, we hope to open a dialogue on how The Manitoba Museum should move forward to interpret Louis Riel for future generations. Riel’s personal
history, his victories and failures, will be presented in some detail, and  will also discuss how museums have handled him so far. Then it’s your turn for
input, and we hope to have an exciting discussion about how you would curate the memory of Louis Riel!Over the years, the constant refrain of
interpretation of Riel has been “Hero vs Villain: which was he?” Canadians seem too sophisticated for this simple dichotomy. Louis Riel contained so much
in himself, including a number of contradictions, that we are able to take from him any interpretation that suits our needs. For some he was an effective and
charismatic leader of an oppressed people, for others he was an unstable religious visionary. Most English Canadians in 1885 saw him as a traitor. Many of
their descendants today see him as a hero. And nearly everyone likes to think of him as the moustachioed rebel. But was he really that rebellious? The
Manitoba Museum needs to re-interpret Riel for its Grasslands Gallery – its last attempt was in 1970! In light of Riel’s stature as an historical figure, and
considering the complex emotions and ideas that Canadians bring to the table, what is the best way to do this ...
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Strengthening Citizenship SKills: Learning about Treaties and the Treaty Relationship - James Wilson (X40143)Join Treaty Commissioner James Wilson for
two evenings exploring the goal of the Treaty Education Initiative to provide Treaty education to all students in Manitoba, from Kindergarten through to
Grade 12. The outcome of this initiative is that all Manitoba students should be expected to demonstrate knowledge of key topics, concepts and
understandings of the Treaties and the Treaty relationship by the end of Grade 12. James will emphasize the importance of understanding the Treaties and
the Treaty relationship and how this will ultimately create more informed citizens. March 5, 12 Time: 6:00 - 8:00 pm Cost: $40 for two Wednesdays (partial
proceeds to KidSport)
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